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Goals for presentation
● To distill the contents of this 135 page survey paper to material relevant for 

this course

● To show off the main problems associated with opinion mining (No specific 

algorithms!)

● To suggest how topics from this course can be applied to improve the quality 

of opinion and sentiment analysis 



Motivation
● People do still care about what other 

people think
● Companies are concerned with product 

reviews from customers, but would rather 
not spend extra resources analyzing 
unstructured text data

● Opinions can help determine the pricing 
of products

● Users also are concerned with product 
reviews, and want to do research on 
products without being overwhelmed



The New York Times Analysis



Multi Document review summarization



Things that we have seen in this course
● Phrase mining + Topic mining

○ KERT
○ ToPMine
○ SegPhrase

● Entity typing
○ ClusType

Opinion mining can generally be seen as a more basic formation of entity typing of 
linking phrases with two main types [positive,negative] as well as degrees of 
sentimentality like soft assignments to each type cluster



So we’re done now, right?



WRONG



Things that make opinion mining difficult
Similarly to entity mining

1. Relationship words/phrases can be hard to classify correctly
2.  How to determine degrees of positivity/negativity
3. Can be very domain dependant 
4. Sentiment can be context sensitive

What we say and what we mean can be two very different things. 

“Sarcasm is great.”

“This film should be brilliant. It sounds like a great plot, the actors are first grade, 
and the supporting cast is good as well, and Stallone is attempting to deliver a 
good performance. However, it can’t hold up.”





Challenges to be conquered
● Rating inference

○ How positive or how negative is a review
○ Typically done using machine learning

● Agreement detection
○ Determining whether a pair of texts have the same or different sentiment labels
○ Useful in determining rating inference

● Subjectivity detection
○ When are opinions subjective or objective
○ Difference between a mediocre opinion between positive/negative and no opinion

● Joint topic-sentiment analysis
○ Using topic mining to separate opinions associated with each

There is a good chance of high error rates using these!



Rating Inference: Possible features to use
1. Term presence vs. frequency

a. Low frequency relation terms might suggest emphasis (example: “bugfested”)

2. Phrases can be very useful (Considered before newer phrase mining)
3. Parts of speech

a. NLP to extract relationships between phrases

4. Negation terms
a. “I like this book” vs. “I don’t like this book”

Important in many cases to have sentence level granularity due to important parts 
of context. Many times have the links in a sentence labeled based on the 
classification of the sentence.



Rating Inference: Approaches for classifying 
relationships
● NLP from labeled data to detect relationships

○ Determines relationship phrases and can help categorize links

● Using topic-sentiment interaction to segment relationships
○ Perform topic mining first before doing opinion mining

● Unsupervised lexicon induction to classify relationship phrases
○ Information propagation given constraints
○ relationship phrases are classified with conjunctions. (example: “elegant but over-priced”)
○ Requires some user supplied labels

● Agreement detection
○ Using this as links between words just as with lexicon induction



Objective vs. Subjective Classification
● Need to discover objective vs. subjective relationships

○ Heuristic: homophily in objective vs. subjective relationship based on locality

○ Sentences are labeled as objective or subjective, and the relationship described within are 
treated as such

● Relationships between discourse participants
○ Political blogs can often quote blogs of a variety of political views, and not necessarily support 

or agree with the blogs that are quoted

● In general: Very similar to entity typing
○ Sentiment can often change based on your point of view (ex: Republicans might view their 

candidate for president positively, but Democrats might view them negatively)

○ Tends to require heuristics between different types to help determine the type and degree of 
the opinion





Joint Topic Sentimentality Analysis
● Appears in 3 paragraphs in the whole paper
● General heuristic: Relationships between topics can help determine the 

sentimentality of relationships between different entities
● Example: 



Conclusions
● Largely done as a machine learning and information propagation task
● Could be improved with quality phrase and topic modeling
● Three potential strategies could be used for future work:
1. Strategy 1: A Priori assignment of sentimentality to linking phrases
2. Strategy 2: Simultaneous learning of entity links with sentimentality 

associated with them as an EM algorithm
3. Strategy 3: Post entity typing and link analysis assignment of sentimentality


